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A B S T R A C T
Carriers’ network services are distributed, dynamic, and investment intensive. Deploying them as virtualnetwork services (VNS) brings the promise of low-cost agile deployments, which reduce time to market newservices. If these virtual services are hosted dynamically over multiple clouds, greater flexibility in optimizingperformance and cost can be achieved. On the flip side, when orchestrated over multiple clouds, the stringentperformance norms for carrier services become difficult to meet, necessitating novel and innovative placementstrategies. In selecting the appropriate combination of clouds for placement, it is important to look ahead andvisualize the environment that will exist at the time a virtual network service is actually activated. This servesmultiple purposes — clouds can be selected to optimize the cost, the chosen performance parameters canbe kept within the defined limits, and the speed of placement can be increased. In this paper, we proposethe P-ART (Predictive-Adaptive Real Time) framework that relies on predictive-deductive features to achievethese objectives. With so much riding on predictions, we include in our framework a novel concept-driftcompensation technique to make the predictions closer to reality by taking care of long-term traffic variations.At the same time, near real-time update of the prediction models takes care of sudden short-term variations.These predictions are then used by a new randomized placement heuristic that carries out a fast cloudselection using a least-cost latency-constrained policy. An empirical analysis carried out using datasets froma queuing-theoretic model and also through implementation on CloudLab, proves the effectiveness of the P-ART framework. The placement system works fast, placing thousands of functions in a sub-minute time framewith a high acceptance ratio, making it suitable for dynamic placement. We expect the framework to be animportant step in making the deployment of carrier-grade VNS on multi-cloud systems, using network functionvirtualization (NFV), a reality.
1. Introduction — challenges and contributions
Carriers perceive Network Function Virtualization (NFV) as a dis-ruptive technological development that has the potential of deliveringthem from the problems of the traditional physical networks. NFVallows network functions and appliances to be instantiated in softwareon computing and networking resources obtained from datacenters orcloud service providers. The concoction of NFV and cloud computingholds a great promise for carriers. It promises to deliver freedomfrom vendor dependence and expensive proprietary equipment, easeof service creation and phasing out, the flexibility of scaling and de-scaling, having points of presence closer to the users and avoiding asingle point of failure. Cloud computing and Network Function Vir-tualization have a natural synergy that awaits full exploitation. It isexpected that these two powerful paradigms would evolve togetherto support the requirements of virtual network services (VNS). The
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) specificationof classification of cloud-native VNF implementations describes thecreation of VNFs on different types of clouds [1].One of the biggest challenges in deploying NFV over multipleclouds today is the low VNS performance. There is a general concernregarding the current technological capability to extract carrier-gradeperformance from NFV-based services [2,3]. The Internet EngineeringTask Force (IETF) has also identified performance and guaranteeingthe quality of service as open research areas and technology gapsin NFV [4]. The performance standards have been strict in telecom-munications networks, with International Telecommunications Union(ITU) standards being adopted by most administrations. The standardsprescribe stringent control over performance parameters like latency,jitter and packet loss [5]. The availability requirement is of the orderof five nines (permissible downtime of just 26 s in 30 days).
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There are a number of reasons why the software versions of thenetwork functions, i.e., Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), do notgive a performance that is comparable to the purpose-built physicalappliances used in the traditional networks. As anyone would guess,the main reason is the inability of the network functions created insoftware over general-purpose hardware, in matching the performanceof specialized hardware-based functions. The performance suffers fur-ther when these ‘softwarized’ functions are instantiated over clouds.To compound the problem, carriers have lesser control when networkappliances move from their own switch rooms and transmission centersonto the Cloud Service Providers’ (CSPs’) virtual machines (VMs).Add to this the newfound ease of creation, destruction, migration,and scaling of virtual resources (courtesy NFV), and opportunities forindiscriminate virtualization proliferate. All of these issues cause per-formance to go downhill. Previous work has shown that virtualizationmay lead to abnormal latency variations and significant throughputinstability [6]. In their infrastructure overview, ETSI has indicatedlatency and throughput constraints as the discouraging factors forthe use of public clouds for hosting NFV. Even though researchershave proposed ways of improving the performance of virtual networkfunctions [7,8], legitimate concerns still remain. All said and done,the advantages of the VNSs are far too important for researchers inacademia and industry to forge ahead.In the VNS game, carriers and CSPs may not always have a cordialrelationship. It is challenging to co-optimize their conflicting goalswhen they collaborate to provide VNSs. Carriers look for standards-grade performance and availability at the minimum cost and in thedesired time frame. So, not to take any chances, they incorporate thesein their Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with the CSP. On the otherhand, the CSPs aim to maximize the utilization of their physical andvirtual resources to improve their profit margin.In this paper, we make a case for the P-ART framework that willhelp CSPs alleviate some of the main concerns of carriers while de-ploying services — meeting the contracted performance and keepingthe cost within the prescribed budget. The main contributions of thispaper are summarized below:1. We develop techniques for improving the performance of deployedVNSs through the following:
(i) We propose an innovative predictive dynamic placement al-gorithm that takes care of changes in the state of the cloudenvironment to ensure the validity of the placement at the timeof activation of a service. In addition, we propose placing com-plete chains rather than the commonly followed path of placingVNFs individually, to yield better results. As most carrier servicesare affected by latency, we choose to work with latency as animportant performance measure. The work can be extended toother parameters following the same guiding principles.(ii) Since a public dataset suitable for the problem is scarce, wegenerated realistic datasets to train and test the models. To bedoubly sure, we used a dataset obtained by building a queuing-theoretic model and another by implementing the system onCloudLab [9].(iii) One of the important parts of the framework is a novel methodthat refines the prediction algorithm by taking into account vari-ations in network latency because of temporally varying trafficconditions in the carriers’ networks. Unattended, such variationscause a concept-drift, which makes predictions unreliable andaffects the accuracy of predictions. For this, we introduce a novelconcept of using time as a feature in training the predictivemachine learning models. The resulting use of multiple modelsmakes the framework adaptive to diurnal traffic variations.(iv) Short-term traffic changes, because of events like a footballmatch or an election rally, do not follow a pattern like diurnaltraffic variations and need a different way of handling. Since re-training of models is a time consuming and expensive operation,the framework uses incremental learning to keep the modelsup-to-date.
2. We propose multiple criteria optimization through an innovativeplacement strategy. Specifically, placements are carried out to optimizecost and keep latency within the specified threshold. We explain in therelated works section that, in general, ILP and its variants give optimalsolutions but take significantly more time than other methods. Thislimits their utility in responding fast to the change of state of the multi-cloud system and the subscriber demands from the service during itsactual operation. To the best of knowledge, the random optimizationas a viable method to achieve optimized placement has not been usedbefore. The algorithm converges to the global minimum even in thecase of a multi-modal dataset.3. We incorporate in our framework, innovative techniques for makingthe placement fast with high acceptance rate. The high speed of place-ments allows the CSP to make changes in the network dynamically, inreal-time or near real-time, as the factors like demand, traffic conges-tion on links, availability of resources on various clouds change. A highacceptance rate implies that a placement attempt would be successfulevery time if enough resources are available on the clouds.4. Finally, the ideas explained above are brought together to formthe P-ART framework for dynamic predictive, adaptive and real-timeplacement of carrier virtual network services.In the preliminary version of the paper, presented at an IEEE confer-ence in 2017, the contributions mentioned in 1(i), 1(ii), 2 and 3 wereexplored [10]. The new work explained in 1(iii), 1(iv) and 4 enables usto report the complete framework in this paper. The rest of the paperis organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the VNS environment.This section also serves to clarify the terminology used. Section 3presents a summary of the related work and how this work is differentfrom other previously reported solutions. The problem description is inSection 4. The P-ART framework is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6,we present the evaluation results. Finally, Section 7 gives a summaryand describes the ongoing work.
2. Virtual network service environment
The network services are voice and data services, wired or wireless,provided by telecommunication companies (referred to as carriers inthis paper). These network services include public services like mo-bile telephony, broadband and Internet, content delivery, enterprisenetworks, leased circuits, and virtual private networks. Traditionally,networks providing these services have been built using physical ap-pliances and transmission links that are custom built for carrier-gradeperformance. This physicality usually creates vendor lock-in, prolongedservice deployment time, inflexibility in scaling and introducing newservices, and high cost. NFV and cloud computing provide a way to cre-ate network functions, in software, over inexpensive virtual resources.Such virtual functions can be linked with virtual network resources tocreate VNSs. The VNSs result in flexible, scalable and less expensivenetworks that are not proprietary and prevent vendor lock-in. We shallsee the constituents of VNS in this section along with the cloud set-upthat can be used for hosting such services.
2.1. Constituents of a virtual network service
In most discussions on VNSs, VNFs are the basic unit of place-ment. VNFs are software-based implementations of physical networkfunctions that are used in traditional carrier and enterprise networks.They exhibit functional behavior similar to their physical counterpartsand have well-defined interfaces consistent with relevant industry stan-dards. VNFs can be instantiated on virtual machines (VMs) obtainedfrom datacenters, or from cloud service providers. All the instances ofa VNF, say the core router function, would usually be hosted on one ormore dedicated VMs on one or more clouds depending on the carriers’requirements and CSPs own policies regarding these deployments.A Service Function Chain (SFC) or a VNF forwarding graph isa set of VNFs interconnected to route the packets in a well-defined
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Fig. 1. Broadband service function chain and associated modules.
Fig. 2. Mapping service function chain to the multi-cloud system.
sequence [11]. They are connected like the physical appliances areconnected in a traditional network [12]. IETF RFC 7498 [13] describeseach network service (NS) being implemented through one or moreservice function chains (SFC) [14]. The carrier may like to retain someof the legacy physical network functions (PNFs) while virtualizingthe other functions. The SFC may, therefore, consist of VNFs, PNFs,and links among them. Fig. 1 shows the components of an SFC andassociated modules.The broadband VNS, shown in Fig. 1, is an SFC consisting offour VNFs, viz., an aggregation switch, two types of Border NetworkGateways (BNGs) and a core router. It also has multiple instancesof a Physical Network Function (PNF), viz., Digital Subscriber LineAccess Multiplexers (DSLAMs), retained from the legacy network. EachVNF has its own Element Management System (EMS), which inter-faces the VNF to rest of the network [12]. The Operation SupportSystem/Business Support System (OSS/BSS) of the carrier manages theVNFs and SFC through the EMSs.SFCs can be placed on the available clouds in a number of ways.CSPs may offer commonly used network functions in the form of VNF-as-a-Service (VNFaaS), which may be a part of an SFC. Alternatively,a carrier may lease virtual resources in the clouds and instantiateVNFs itself, with a view to exercise more control over performanceparameters and cost. Our discussions presume the use of the lattermethod. Fig. 2 shows an example of an SFC mapped to multiple clouds.It may be noted that we now have four VNFs as the SFC has two typesof BNGs. The Aggregation Switch is presumed to have a built-in load-balancing function for distributing traffic between the two forked paths.The end-to-end latency of the service function chain would depend onhow, when, and where the constituent functions have been placed. Theusers shown in the figure are customers of the carrier while the carrieris a tenant on the cloud system. When the initially placed SFC does notmeet the required conditions, operations, like moving around the VNFsin the clouds or scaling up the number of instances, would be resortedto.
2.2. The multi-cloud hierarchy
There are public cloud services like Amazon EC2, Google CloudServices, and Microsoft Azure that provide the advantage of a relativelyinexpensive resource leasing solution. Big public clouds are multi-tenant and have a regional or international presence. These clouds can
handle large volume, variety, and velocity of traffic. Large public cloudsdo offer greater flexibility in obtaining resources and more analyticalsophistication, but taking all the data to just one public cloud wouldcreate traffic congestion and increase the access latency. Using a singlecloud could often result in a single point of failure in the case of cloudblackouts, which are not uncommon.Additionally, the points of presence (PoPs) of large public cloudsmay not be close to the subscriber clusters and may give rise toincreased access latency. If the application calls for lower access la-tencies then edge clouds may offer a good solution. Carriers may alsohave their own private clouds, which they can customize and exercisemore control over. This hierarchy of clouds – mobile-edge, private,and public – forms a multi-cloud system to provide a combination offeatures like low latency, high storage, complex computations, lowercost, and better security.
2.3. Representation of the tenant profile
In this work, a cloud tenant (in our case, a carrier) profile is repre-sented as a tuple ⟨𝑐𝑁 , 𝑣1, 𝑣2,…, 𝑣𝑚, 𝑝⟩ for each request. Here, 𝑣1,… , 𝑣𝑚represent the VNFs and the order of traffic traversal in a linear chain.The term 𝑐𝑁 is the native cloud for the tenant to which it is parentedand through which the traffic enters an SFC and p is the desired packetrate (packet/second). Multiple tuples can be used to represent branchedtraffic flows. Other stipulations like latency threshold (𝐿th) are part ofthe SLA. All the requests of the tenant are consolidated to calculatethe required number of instances of each VNF and inter-VNF linksof appropriate capacities. The cloud topology may be represented bythe graph 𝐺c = (C, T), where C is the set of available clouds {𝑐1,
𝑐2,. . . , 𝑐𝑘} and 𝑡𝑖,𝑗 are the inter-cloud links. The CSP (or a cloud brokerwho integrates services from multiple clouds) carries out the task ofmapping service chains onto the available clouds to achieve optimalresults for the carrier. In our case, optimality refers to the least-costsolution that meets the end-to-end latency threshold requirement.
3. Problem definition
In this section, we summarize some of the key outstanding problemsin the dynamic placement of carrier VNSs, in a multi-cloud environmentthat we attempt to handle in the P-ART framework described in thispaper.
3.1. Achieving dynamic placement in multi-cloud systems
Some carrier services may be fairly static, e.g., fixed voice network.Thus, over time the number of instances of VNFs and link capacitiesrequired only change slowly over time. On the other hand, someservices may be extremely dynamic, requiring a change in number andtypes of VNF instances, re-dimensioning of links and changes in theoffered features of the service very frequently. An example of such aservice would be an intelligent network service like televoting in a TVreality show. Different TV reality shows may require different featuresand the number of voters may swing unpredictably during the votingwindow. If the CSP only offers largely static placement with reactiveand relatively slow modifications, then the carrier’s requirements maynot be met.The bottom line is that both, the dynamic and static services wouldrequire the CSP to scale VNF capacities or links, albeit at a differentrate. However, dynamic services may be more demanding in termsof types and number of instances of VNFs and link resources andmay even require migration of VNFs from one cloud to another to beable to continuously meet the cost and end-to-end latency constraints.A dynamic placement algorithm, that monitors the SLA parametersand proactively causes changes in the amount of resources and thecombination of clouds to meet all the requirements, is still a challengingissue.
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3.2. Optimizing the SFC performance
When the data are high dimensional and multi-modal, optimizingplacement of individual VNFs may not achieve the global minimum.Placing SFCs as a unit yields better results. The opportunity to achievethe global minimum for the parameter being optimized is availablewhen placing the SFC. If sufficient resources are not available toimplement full-service chains, then the request may be rejected or,if the policy permits, degraded service (for instance without firewall)is provided [11,15]. In this paper, we only consider complete SFCplacement. The case where the customer accepts degraded performancedue to low-capacity chain placement or partial functionality due toincomplete chain placement would be taken up in future work.
3.3. Meeting the cost and latency constraints
From the carrier’s perspective, the placement problem boils downto placing network functions to meet the cost and latency objectives.At the commencement of the VNS and during operation, the placementproblem needs to be repeatedly solved to ensure that the carrier re-quirements are continually met. Performance criteria vary from serviceto service. For the carrier services like voice, broadband, and contentdelivery some of the common factors are jitter, packet loss, latency, andthroughput. ITU standards for QoS parameters in carrier networks areavailable in [5]. Latency is one of the most important criteria, and wehave taken that as a reference performance parameter. The frameworkcan be extended to include other criteria as well.
3.4. Speed and accuracy of the placement
Carriers want short placement and reconfiguration time so thatthe solution can be useful in an operational network. The CSP wantsthe solution to have the high success of placement requests such thatutilization of the virtual resources increases. When the system cannotplace despite the availability of resources, CSPs lose by way of unusedresources and possible breach of SLA.
3.5. Interference among VNFs
The CSP may instantiate a number of VMs on a physical machine(PM) and a number of virtual links on the physical inter- and intra-cloud links. VNFs of more than one service provider may be instantiatedon the same PM. In some cases, pre-instantiated VNFs may be sharedamong carriers. Sharing of virtual resources does not only cause per-formance concerns but could also give rise to security concerns. In thispaper, we have presumed that VNFs of different types belonging to acarrier are on different VMs.
3.6. Problems addressed and not-addressed in this paper
The following issues have been specifically addressed in the paper:
(a) Dynamic placement of the complete SFCs belonging to a VNS.(b) Meeting the specified performance and cost criteria.(c) Prediction of latency using machine learning as a basic input forthe placement algorithm.(d) Refining the prediction by handling the temporal variation oftraffic, unplanned short-term spikes in traffic and the time lagbetween planning and commissioning of SFCs.(e) A fast placement algorithm that places with high success rate.
The following problems are left for future work:
(a) Use of under-dimensioned service chains(b) Security issues of the VNSs.
4. Related work and how this research advances the state-of-the-art
A review of recent publications shows a strong interest of re-searchers in the problem of placement in the context of NFV. Wediscuss here some of the relevant works published during the lasttwo years to show how the field has progressed. There is some olderuseful research on which many of the recent works build, and thesehave been cited in the works that have been examined. Since ourresearch is in the area of cost and latency optimization, we focus onresearch dealing directly (for example by optimizing cost or latency)or indirectly (by optimizing utilization of resources thereby reducingcost) with these aspects. We conclude this section by elaborating howour work advances the state-of-the-art.
4.1. Review of recent works on VNF placement
4.1.1. Methods based on ILP and its variants for optimizationIn [16] the authors contend that unlike most other works they haveconsidered QoS/SLA along with resource requirement of network ser-vices. They show that the virtualization overhead increases with trafficload and the number of VMs due to factors such as scheduling delays,context switching, and flow routing. The authors include virtualizationoverhead while setting up their MILP model to optimize resource usagewhile guaranteeing latency requirements. The model optimizes the costincluding the utilized processor, memory and physical links under thelatency constraint of maximum round-trip time. It is seen that for anetwork with 28 nodes and 41 links the model takes about an hour toarrive at an optimum solution. The authors in [17], use an MILP modelto optimize network latency and increase the acceptance rate of strictdelay requirements. One of the constraining factors in evaluation is thelocation of all the VNFs in the same cloud. It is also somewhat unclearhow the method will scale from 5 VNF to a large network, for delays.The algorithm chooses a more expensive path to ensure a minimumdelay. An intuition that probably does not require proof is that delaywill be more with high bandwidth requirement, or when more requestsseek the same link. In cases where the number of requests is high,the solver is not able to find an optimal solution in the joint delayand routing cost optimization problem. The solution for the optimalchaining and routing with MILP limits the scale of the problem.
4.1.2. ILP and heuristic to speed up ILPIn [18], the authors optimize the number of physical machines (PM)used using an ILP model. They take into account the time-varyingworkloads while instantiating VNFs in PM. A two-stage heuristics so-lution has been suggested to solve the ILP, with a correlation-basedgreedy algorithm as the first stage and a further adjustment at theVNF in each SFC as the second. The simulation demonstrates im-proved utilization of network resources and reduced number of PMscompared to the benchmarks. This and some other works presumemulti-tenant VNFs to improve utilization. While this may be good fromthe point of view of cloud service providers, but carriers would usuallyrequest exclusive VNFs hosted on exclusive VMs because of securityand performance concerns. In [19] the authors propose placementof VNFs in the edge clouds to minimize end-to-end latency. Usingand ILP model, the authors show that cloud-only deployments gavemore than 3 times more latency than cloud-and-edge deployments. Theabsolute times for initial placement and for each re-configuration arenot known. They also present a way to dynamically re-schedule theoptimal placement of VNFs based on temporal network-wide latencyfluctuations using optimal stopping theory. Scheduling re-optimizationmay reduce latency violations, but they may require an increasednumber of migrations. Periodic migration also has a problem, as itrequires human intervention to decide on the periodicity of tuning. Theauthors suggest a method using optimal stopping theory to select theright time for placement.
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4.1.3. ILP and heuristics for comparisonIn [20], the authors consider an IoT-edge cloud–main cloud scenarioin a dynamic multi-user situation. The authors set up an MILP modelto minimize the end-to-end communication delay while keeping thecost to the minimum. However, they realize that the MIP formulationsrapidly increase in complexity and take a long time to give an optimumsolution, as the problem becomes large. To counter this, the authorsalso propose Tabu search for placement and chaining. They find thatthe MIP method takes 200 times slower than the Tabu Search. Theauthors in [21] solve VNF placement and chaining problem as ILP andalso propose another method called Cost-efficient Centrality-based VNFPlacement and chaining algorithm (CCVP). The objective is to minimizethe cost by finding an optimal number of VNF instances and theirlocations for handling the required traffic. To simplify they assume thatthe network provider is the owner of NFVI so concerned factors areunder its control. The CCVP is based on the Betweenness centralityalgorithm. The high centrality indicates that a vertex of a graph Gcan reach other vertices on relatively short paths. This results in lowernetwork cost. They show that the overall cost of their method is closeto ILP. It should be noted that processing delays and link bandwidthsare not considered in the analysis. In [22], the authors pursue theobjective of optimization of energy consumption as an ILP model. Thispurportedly gives a reduction in the operational cost of the placement.They also propose a near-optimal approximated algorithm to solve theproblem using the Markov approximation technique. They show thattheir algorithm can achieve the performance arbitrarily close to theglobal optimum. Simulation results show that the algorithm saves up to14.84% energy consumption compared with previous VNF placementalgorithms.
4.1.4. Non-ILP heuristic solutionsIn [23] the authors presume sharing of VNFs among different ser-vice chains. It should be noted that while sharing may improve VMutilization, it might consume more link bandwidth because these chainsmay need to go through a longer path in order to reach the sharedVM. As mentioned before, from carriers’ point of view this arrangementmay give rise to security issues as well as make it difficult to controllatency. The authors contend that most of the existing works aremainly targeted on improving VM utilization, without considering therequired bandwidth resources. This paper has examined the joint VNFplacement and Path Selection problem, so as to maximize the servedtraffic demands. In [24], the authors discuss a proactive placementmodel in the context of a content distribution network (CDN). Theyargue that VNF chaining and placement affect QoS, and formulatean optimization problem to find the optimal number of locations aswell as efficient chaining such that the CDN cost is minimized andQoS is satisfied. The authors set up the problem as a bin-packingproblem that involves selection of bins (surrogate servers) and drop-ping the items (VNFs) into them. The authors conclude that whiletheir solution gives fewer servers but may give a high communica-tions cost. In [25], the authors investigate the optimal placement ofvirtual resources to minimize the average response time in mobileedge computing (MEC) environment with a capacity constraint on theedge network. They use OEPA (Optimal Enumeration Placement Algo-rithm) as a benchmark to compare Latency-Aware Heuristic PlacementAlgorithm (LAHPA), which has lower computation complexity, Clus-tering Enhanced Heuristic Placement Algorithm (CEHPA) to enhancethe performance of LAHPA, Substitution Enhanced Heuristic Placement(SEHPA). SEPHA turns out to be better than LAHPA. CEHPA andoutperforms LAHPA and both are better than the general Greedy Place-ment Algorithm. The authors in [26] describe a dynamic placementalgorithm based on traffic variations that saves operational expendi-tures. Their algorithm consolidates VNFs in the fewer possible numberof network nodes while maintaining low blocking probability and guar-anteeing latency targets to the supported services. They reuse VNFs,select VNFs based on locality and activate them based on the shortest
path. The authors claim that their algorithm is able to balance thetrade-off between minimizing latency violations, decreasing blockingprobability and reducing operational expenditure. The success rate ofthe algorithm has not been mentioned. The authors claim 50% savingin telecom operators cost.
4.2. How does this work advance the state-of-the-art?
A carrier’s environment is essentially different from an IT applica-tion environment. Carriers assiduously follow norms that have longbeen enforced by standardization agencies like ITU or through self-imposed discipline. They are generally loath to give these good prac-tices up, even if that would mean marginally sacrificing on othercompeting cost objectives. Some of these practices relate to five ninesreliability, guarding against inadvertent or malicious interaction ofservices (for example, because of VNFs being on the same servers orVNFs sharing the same VM) and having well-defined points of inter-connections. Another important aspect is ensuring the security of theirservices. Some of these may be required by regulation to account forrevenue generation by different networks or to have non-contentioussharing among carriers in case of multi-domain services.There are a number of important factors that go into the planningof carriers’ network services. The locality of VNFs, for instance, thosebelonging to the access network (like Radio Access Network), shouldensure that the VNFs serving a cluster of subscribers are instantiatedclose to them to reduce cost and latency. There are a number ofvirtual functions that have an affinity and need to be placed as close aspossible. In a broadband network, the edge routers may be connectedto two core routers in order to ensure that large clusters of subscribersare not cut off from the network. In such a case, the cost of connectivitywould be exorbitant if edge routers are generally located far away fromthe core routers. In the case of carrier’s VNSs deployed over clouds, itmust be remembered that the cloud resources (or the NFV resources)may not all belong to the carrier. In such a case, when the placementsolution deals with packing the VNFs into physical or virtual machines,it generally helps the cloud service providers to reduce their cost. Thecarrier’s objectives of isolation of services, security, affinity and QoSparameters may be jeopardized.Unlike most other papers that deal with placing VNFs on virtualizeddatacenter resources or single clouds, this paper presumes a multi-cloud environment. Rather than optimizing the utilization of physicalor virtual resources, it assumes carriers’ viewpoint and optimizes, underlatency constraint, the total cost of placement of network functions,which includes resources on various clouds and links. The cost ispresumed to be adjusted to contain the apportioned capital and op-erational costs for the virtual network service under deployment. Themethod that we propose falls in the category of dynamic and proactiveplacement algorithms rather than being either of those. Our objectiveand constraint-based determination of clouds, on which the SFC will beplaced, removes the tight binding between resources and the VNFs ofthe SFC. During operation, the placement is frequently re-evaluated toensure continued optimality. We avoid the ILP route and use machinelearning for placement, which reduces the time taken even for largeplacements and renders the re-evaluation problem trivial. If required,new placement and virtual resource dimensioning will be done con-sistent with the carrier SLA requirements and CSP policies. Selection ofclouds for placement of chains of VNFs is based on the prediction of thestate of the clouds at the time of placement. A number of innovationshave been proposed in this part of the work. One such refinement isthe compensation of concept drift due to diurnal variation of traffic.The methods adopted also lead to the high efficiency of the placementprocess, which ensures that placement requests are successful in allcases where enough capacity is available and constraints can be met.
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Fig. 3. The configuration of the experimental service chain.
5. The proposed P-ART framework
In this section, we describe our framework with approaches tosolutions for the problems mentioned in Section 3 and for achieving theobjectives specified. We also describe how the refinements mentionedwere carried out to achieve the solution that can be used for carriernetworks as well as in the enterprise environment. For our studies, wewill consider the placement of the SFC shown in Fig. 3.
5.1. Information available from carriers and CSPs
Carriers, who request service chain placement, provide informationabout the performance requirement for a VNS, and the number andstructure of SFCs and VNFs to be instantiated. A VNS may have one ormore SFCs. The 𝑖th SFC 𝑆𝑖 can be represented in terms of the constituentVNFs, i.e.,
𝑆𝑖 = ⟨𝐶𝑁 , vnf1(𝑖), vnf2(𝑖),…, vnf𝑛(𝑖), 𝑝⟩ (1)
where 𝐶𝑁 is the native cloud and p is the maximum packet rate throughthe chain. The native cloud is usually the point of presence (PoP) of theCSP closest to the carrier and provides interconnection to the carrier.The CSP may provide an option to connect at PoPs located at otherplaces. This gives a choice to the carrier to have traffic ingress pointsclose to the customers. The design is to be carried out such that thecosts of the network, as well as latency in reaching the cloud system,are kept to the minimum or below a given threshold value.An SFC is represented as a forwarding graph of the type 𝐺𝑣 =(V, E), the nodes V being virtual network functions and edges E thevirtual links among these functions. The demanded capacity of 𝑖th VNF,
𝑣𝑛𝑓 𝑖 (i ≤ n) is expressed as 𝑣ci in the same integrated units as thecloud capacities (shown in Table 2). An integrated figure representsthe compute capacity 𝑐𝑘, of a cloud k, consisting of a certain amountof processing, memory and storage components. However, there isno integer constraint on the VNF capacities. These are mapped ontoresources in the available clouds represented as another graph 𝐺𝑐 =(C, T), where C represents the set of clouds with physical/virtualinfrastructure and T the set of links 𝑡𝑖𝑗 among them. The state of a cloudk at any time would involve the cloud compute and link capacities —installed capacities denoted as 𝑐(𝑐)𝑘 and 𝑡(𝑐)𝑘𝑗 , and the corresponding usedcapacities are 𝑐(𝑢)𝑘 and 𝑡(𝑢)𝑘𝑗 . The tenant carrier provides the maximumexpected packet rate p for each request originating from a cluster ofsubscribers. The expected end-to-end latency is specified by the carrierin terms of a latency threshold (𝐿th). The CSP consolidates the VNFrequests and packet rates required for each type of chain to allocateresources in an optimum way. Table 1 gives the symbols frequentlyused in the paperSome of the important constraints subject to which the cost opti-mization is carried out are:
• The number of instances of each type of VNF across all the usedclouds, for any carrier, should not exceed the number of licensesfor that function type paid for by the carrier.
• To place any chain, at least one instance of each type of VNFneeds to be instantiated.
Table 1Symbols used.Symbol Description Symbol Description Symbol Description
𝑐𝑘 Cloud k 𝑐𝑁 Native cloud 𝑐(𝑢)𝑘 Used capacity ofcloud k
C Set of allcloudsavailable
𝑣(𝑐)𝑖 Capacitydemand forVNF i
𝑡(𝑢)𝑖𝑗 Used capacity ofthe link betweenclouds i & j
𝑡𝑘𝑗 Link fromcloud k to j 𝑐(𝑐)𝑁 Equipped capof native cloud p The maximumexpected packetrate
T Set of allinter-cloudlinks
𝑐(𝑢)𝑁 Used cap ofnative cloud m No of cloudsselected
𝑣𝑖 𝑖th VNF 𝑐(𝑐)𝑘 Installedcapacity ofcloud k
𝑣𝑛𝑓 𝑖 The 𝑖th VNF inthe SFC
V Set of VNFs 𝑡(𝑐)𝑖𝑗 Capacity oflink betweenclouds i & j
𝐿th Latencythreshold
n Types of VNFs 𝑉 (𝑐)𝑖 Capacitydemand for 𝑖thVNF
𝐶𝐵 Cost budget
• The total capacity of each type of VNF placed on any cloud kshould not exceed the capacity available in the cloud.
• At any given time the sum of the traffic flows, due to all servicechain placements, between any two clouds k and j should notexceed inter-cloud link capacity 𝑡(𝑐)𝑘𝑗 .
• The end-to-end latency, L, of any chain should not exceed thespecified threshold 𝐿th.
• While the cost is optimized, the carrier may additionally specifya budget 𝐶𝐵 for it.
The framework requires that the CSP lays down its policies regard-ing tariffs, integrated virtual resource capacities, clouds offered, thearrangement with other cloud providers, cloud and link capacitiesoffered, etc.
5.2. Predictive adaptive real time strategy
The proposed placement solution optimizes cost and constrains theend-to-end latency below the specified threshold, 𝐿th. We assume thatthe design for instantiation of SFCs, belonging to a VNS, is ready at timet, but actual placement is yet to happen. In other words, the placementproblem has been solved at time t for the placement and activationthat will actually take place at time 𝑡1. Predictive placement is usedto take care of the change of state because of this time difference.Using prediction of the latency as the basis of design also takes care ofthe large number of infrastructure and network level parameters thatinteract in a complex way to decide the end-to-end latency. In additionto these, the background traffic in the network affects the latencyexperienced by the subscribers of the VNS being placed. Therefore,taking care of the diurnal traffic variations in the network makes theprediction of latencies more accurate and system more adaptive tosuch changes [27]. Short-term surges in traffic, due to events likea football match, would affect latency during the event and shouldbe accommodated by dimensioning and reconfiguring the SFCs. Thisrenders the system more responsive (and near real-time) in terms oflatency predictions. We have taken into account all these factors informalizing our prediction algorithm. Latencies so predicted are thenused to select a suitable subset of least-cost clouds meeting the latencyconstraint. The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
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The essential elements of the placement process can be understoodlike this: the placement process takes care of the change of state of thecloud system by predicting latencies at the time of actual activation ofthe SFCs. This obviates the need for drastic changes soon after place-ment or reconfiguration. Prediction is, thus, an essential element ofthe framework. Having said that, the prediction methodology needs tobe robust against traffic variations. With this, the framework becomesadaptive to placement time and traffic variations. To make the frame-work fast, responsive, and useful in real-time, further steps need to betaken. For this, short-term traffic variations are taken into account. Twoother important factors that need to be taken into account are speed andacceptance rate of placement. Fast placement algorithms would allowcontinuous optimization by making real-time changes (e.g., migration)possible when the need arises during the operation of the network. Fordynamic scaling, a fast algorithm would be able to place hundreds orthousands of functions in sub-minute time frame. Concurrently, a 100%acceptance rate implies that the algorithm is able to satisfy all requestsfor placing SFC, subject to capacity being available. This contributes tothe avoidance of repeated attempts and saves time.Algorithm 1 is called for placement and reconfiguration. The cloudand client data are initialized based on the CSP resources and theclient request and policies (lines 1–5). A separate process produces atrained model cv_model using the training data (X← feature_set and y←labels), which is available to the placement procedure. The placementnormally begins with the native cloud (this can be overridden in line9 by setting 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 0). The algorithm accommodates as many VNFsas possible in the native cloud (lines 10–18). For the remaining VNFs,the SVR module predicts the latency of various clouds. This algorithmuses Algorithm 3 (procedure RANDOM_SELECTION) to select the set of
Fig. 4. Need for predictive placement.
m least-cost clouds that meet the latency requirements. The number mcan be decided to start with enough capacity to place all the VNFs. Forthe least-cost set, the algorithm calculates the assignment of VNFs in thesequence in which they appear in the SFC. The final cost and latencyare reported (line 31). If the clouds are exhausted, and placement hasnot completed, then failure to place is reported. If this case happensfrequently, then the number m needs to be increased.
5.2.1. Predictive placement for handling change of state of the systemThe cost of placing an SFC is a function of the set of clouds 𝐶𝑠(C𝑠 ⊆ C), where C is the set of all available clouds), selected to placethe virtual network functions and the amount of computing, storage,and networking resources consumed. End-to-end Latency (L) of theSFC depends on a number of factors prominent of which are, (a) theinstalled and used capacities of computing, networking and storageresources in the physical servers and the links, (b) the traffic patternon the links, (c) the types of network functions sharing the servers, and(d) the distance between clouds. These factors together constitute thestate 𝑆𝑡 of the multi-cloud system at time t.As the system operates, the number of tenants and their workloadschange, the state also changes. The amount of latency introduced ina placement by the state of the cloud, therefore, changes over time.Given the state 𝑆𝑡, latency can be computed by using assumptionsabout the type of traffic, e.g., Poisson, service times and the queuingdiscipline. The process of planning service function chains, creatingvirtual resources to host network functions and booting them up takestime [28]. Loading the network function software for various VNFs,chaining, acceptance testing, and commissioning need additional time.Initial placements and reconfigurations planned based on calculationsat time t, and the state 𝑆t , are actually carried out at a time 𝑡1. In duecourse, parameters may change and require fresh reconfiguration [29].Fig. 4 shows the SFC to be placed and the available clouds. Used andinstalled compute capacities (in integrated units) are shown within theclouds, and so are the used and installed link capacities in M (Megabits)or G (Gigabits) per second. At time t, the assessed end-to-end latency is20 ms. When the actual placement and activation takes place at time 𝑡1,the latency turns out to be 50 ms. This may cause SLA violation rightat the inception and trigger reconfiguration of the chain. When thishappens for several service chains, it may lead to a heavy penalty tobe paid by the CSP and a loss of customers and revenue for the carrier.When the states of the target clouds are known, the set of least-costclouds, which give cost and latency below the stated thresholds, canbe determined.Thus, if the state S𝑡1 at the time 𝑡1 can be predicted and theplacement is carried out based on this state then the placement remainsconsistent with the requirements. This is demonstrated by our empiricalstudy given in Section 6.How is the placement carried out: In an operational CSP set-up aswell as the carrier network, a large amount of useful labeled data
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Fig. 5a. Traffic variation on Chicago–Seattle link.
is available, which can be curated for use with supervised machinelearning techniques. As the speed, simplicity, and accuracy are ofconcern, we worked on a prediction technique that could be appliedrepeatedly for cloud set selection consistent with the objectives of theframework. A review of the literature shows that many supervisedmachine-learning techniques have been used in cloud computing set-tings, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Bayesian networks,Ensemble classifiers and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). We workedwith a number of methods and found interesting results using a welltrained and tuned support vector regression (SVR). We discuss theresults given by some well-known stock algorithms to show the reasonfor our choice in Section 6.4. SVR offers the advantage of a uniqueglobal minimum as it solves a convex optimization problem. Also, itis amenable to incremental learning. We found that it adapts well tomulti-modal cases where the latency is time variant and needs multiplemodels to fully capture the actual situation. Well-tuned and trainedmodels generalized well from training to the production environment.The results of our experimental evaluation are given in Section 6. Fora thorough exposure of SVR, readers are referred to [30].
5.2.2. Time adaptive placement — incorporating temporal variation oftraffic in the modelWe show through our empirical analysis that taking diurnal trafficvariations into account will improve prediction of latencies. In carriernetworks, there is temporal and spatial variation in traffic demandbecause of time differences and patterns of use. The amount of trafficflowing through the virtual devices and links varies from place toplace and hour to hour. This affects the latency experienced by thesubscribers of the carrier’s VNS. If the provider over provisions theresources, to meet the surge in traffic in the busy hour, then resourcesmay lie unused most of the time. On the other hand, if enough resourcesare not provisioned fully in order to reduce the cost of the deployment,then traffic may be lost along with the associated revenue. Figs. 5aand 5b show an hourly variation of the actual traffic on a 100 Gbpslink from Chicago to Seattle and 10 Gbps link from Los Angeles to SanJose [31].The traffic that a carrier routes through the VNFs consists of streamsof voice, video, and data with different probability distributions. Eachof this traffic varies independently in the time domain. The aggregatetraffic in the CSP’s network is a composite of all the tenants’ traf-fic and has a complex distribution. The traffic flows continuously asdata streams and has properties of big data [32]. In such a dynami-cally changing and non-stationary environment, the data distributionchanges over time, causing the phenomenon of concept drift [33].The drift is characterized by the change in the density function thatis, in turn, reflected by the change in the shape of the traffic distri-bution or its statistical properties like mean and variance. Thus, thejoint distribution 𝑝t of the predictor variables (X) and the labels (y)
Fig. 5b. Traffic variation on Los Angeles–San Jose Link.
Fig. 6. Comparison of generalization error with an integrated model and FPTV model.
would change dynamically over time such that at time 𝑡0, t1,… , 𝑡𝑛 thefollowing relationship (2) holds for all X.
𝑝t0(𝐗, 𝐲) ≠ 𝑝t1(𝐗, 𝐲) ≠⋯ ≠ 𝑝tn(𝐗, 𝐲) (2)How do we propose to solve the diurnal traffic variation problem?: Thesolution that we propose takes care of the concept drift to ensuremore accurate traffic predictions. While a single SVR model workswell in situations where there is no sizable ambient traffic from otherapplications and network services. However, SVR by itself does nottake care of the time-varying nature of the traffic present on the linksfrom other voice, data, and video applications. To handle this, weincorporate time as a feature by allocating numerical codes to windows.Researchers have experimented with both fixed and adaptive win-dow methods to handle concept drift in real time situation. In thecase of fixed windows, the data is segregated into many small windowsto have lower overall generalization errors as compared to a singlewindow situation [33]. The utility of fixed window sizes under certainconditions for topological data analysis has been shown by the authorsin [34]. A window of a certain minimal fixed size allows learningconcepts because the extent of drift is appropriately limited [35].In Adaptive Windows [36], the window size is changed so that thedifference in errors (𝜖), given by a point in two neighboring windows,is bounded by a small value 𝛿 such that 𝜖t–𝜖t−1 < 𝛿.To achieve a good compromise between prediction accuracy andcomplexity, we propose a method that has the simplicity of a fixednumber of windows and is also flexible to include a variable number oftraffic data points depending on the frequency of variations in differentwindows. Consequently, we call this method fixed-time variable-points(FTVP) window. SVR models are trained, one for each window, totackle the effect of the concept drift. While even as few as two windowsgive an improvement in prediction, finding the right number and sizesis a matter of optimization. A larger number of small windows maygive more accuracy, but would produce a larger number of models and
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would necessitate maintenance of all of them. Using this concept, timeis incorporated as one of the features in the training examples. In asense, each example carries a time-stamp, which makes it a member ofa particular FTVP window. When a prediction for a new point is made,the time feature will cause the framework to use the model appropriatefor the corresponding time window. In our experiments, this methodgives far lower prediction root mean squared error (RMSE) and absoluteerror ratio (AER) than a single integrated windowless model.To validate the FTVP concept, we created a trained SVR model usinga single window (full integrated dataset) and separately for each of thefour selected FTVP windows. In Fig. 6, we show a plot of the absoluteerror rate versus the latency for both cases. The motivation for usingmultiple training datasets, using time as one of the predictors, becomesamply clear. The errors, in general, remain more controlled in the FTVPcase.
5.2.3. Corrections for short-term traffic variations — incremental learningfrom new dataIn an operational network, the dynamicity of the environmentwould render the trained predictive models obsolete if the effect ofthe short-term changes in the traffic is not accounted for. Short-termvariations are caused by events like festivals, game tournaments, orrallies. If the effect of short-term changes in traffic is not taken careof, latency prediction and consequent placement decisions may notbe correct. Since retraining of all the models would entail prohibitivetime and cost, we have used an incremental update of the models. Theauthors in [33] confirm that the online method can adapt to suddenchanges.Choice of SVR for prediction makes incremental learning easierto understand. In SVR, the support vectors are the only points thatdetermine the decision surface. They also satisfy the Karush-Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions [30]. Each new point generated because ofthe change in traffic is checked for being a support vector. If it is asupport vector and improves the overall model for future predictions,then it is included. If this becomes time-consuming, due to continuouslygenerated traffic data, training in small batches speeds up the process.Support vectors can be separately found for each batch of fresh points,and they can be included in the model only if they improve it. Algo-rithm 2 gives the incremental training algorithm. We see in the nextsection that this contributes positively to the model empirically.The initial training process creates a set S = {xs, ys} of supportvectors that decide the decision surface. Algorithm 2 starts with thesolution function f(t) at time t in terms of the initial training datasetT = {(𝑥i, yi), i = 1, . . . , n} 𝑥i ∈ Rn and 𝑦i ∈ R. The set of support vectorsat this time are S(t). For the time t+1 for which the model needs to beincrementally updated each of the new example {xnew(t), ynew(t)} isreceived in the time window (t, t+1), the algorithm checks if the newpoint is a support vector. The new support vectors are incorporatedin the set S(t+1) if they improve the performance of the model asindicated by reduced mean squared error. Our simulations given inSection 6.6 also support this argument. The simplified algorithm isgiven below:
The removal of support vectors when the short-term traffic condi-tion that created them has passed will be taken up as future work.
5.3. Cost optimization
5.3.1. Random optimization for cloud selectionAn important part of the solution is to select the set of clouds thatwould be used for placing the VNFs of an SFC such that the totalplacement cost is the lowest possible, within the budget 𝐶B specified bythe carrier, and is consistent with the latency constraints, i.e.,∑i 𝑙𝑖 ≤ L𝑡ℎwhere 𝑙𝑖 is the latency within 𝑖th cloud, and its link to the next cloudand 𝐿𝑡ℎ is the threshold given in the SLA. Following Occam’s razor,we looked for an algorithm that would be simple and yet effective inmeeting the real-time requirements. Algorithms like A-Star are efficientin finding a low-cost walking path from one node to another. Evenwith one parameter, i.e., the length of the path, its time complexitycan degenerate to exponential.A naïve approach is to search m lowest cost clouds (enough tomeet the capacity requirements), one at a time out of total n (m ≤n) such that the total cost (in terms of cloud resources and links) isminimized and the latency remains below the given threshold. In largenetworks, a systematic search like this for the global minimum becomesimpractical [37]. The worst case time complexity of this algorithmcan be assessed as follows: the search for each next lowest cost cloudrequires approximately n lookups, searching m clouds would have thecomplexity O(mn). Again in the worst case, we would need to lookthrough all the remaining (𝑛 − 𝑚) clouds to make sure the latency isbelow the threshold. Thus the complexity is O((𝑛 − 𝑚).𝑚𝑛) or O(𝑛2𝑚 −
𝑛𝑚2). Selecting just five clouds out of a hundred would require 47,500iterations. In Section 6.8 we compare the randomized cloud search witha modified sequential baseline method to show the usefulness of theadopted technique.We find that the application of the general theory of optimizationby random search gives us good results in the multi-cloud environ-ment. The mathematical treatment of this technique is given in [38].We have adapted this model to multimodal cases in the presenceof constraints [37]. The random search algorithm pursued in thiswork belongs to the category of Global Optimization. This categoryof algorithms is useful and efficient for large-scale ill-structured globaloptimization problems. In contrast with the deterministic methods likebranch and bound which guarantee asymptotic convergence to theoptimum at the high computational effort, random search algorithmsfind a relatively good solution quickly and easily. It has been shownthat a global optimum can be found with random optimization evenif the objective function is multi-modal [39]. Deterministic methodsfor global optimization are NP-hard, a random search method may beexecuted in polynomial time [40]. Many of the global random search(GRS) algorithms have the following desirable features because ofwhich they are popular (i) the algorithms are usually easy to constructwith guarantee of convergence, even if the objective function is multi-modal [40]; (ii) they are insensitive to noise in the objective function;(iii) they are insensitive to the shape of the feasible reason; (iv) they areinsensitive to the growth in the dimensionality of the feature set (c). Inthese cases, it is relatively easier to construct GRS algorithms guaran-teeing theoretical convergence. The theoretical basis of general randomsearch is given below. The implementation is shown in Algorithm 3,and the convergence is proven empirically in Section 6.8.According to [41], the general problem of minimization can bestated in terms of minimization of the objective function f(x) in thefeasible region x ∈ X, if x* is the global minimizer of f(x) or f(x*)
= minx∈𝐗 f(x). A global minimization algorithm constructs a set ofpoints 𝑥i i = 1. . . n, in X. A global minimization algorithm is a rule forconstructing a sequence of points 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . from the region X, such thatthe sequence of labels 𝑦i=1…n = mini=1…nf(𝑥i) approaches the minimumf(x*) as n increases.To establish the convergence of a global random search, we assumethat if x is randomly chosen from within the region X, then f(x*) isa result of some stochastic process. We are presuming a generalizedconstruction of the algorithm where the next point can be chosen from
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the entire space. Thus, if X ⊆ Rd and 0 < 𝑋 < ∞, ∑j=1…∞ inf 𝑃j(B(x,
𝜀)) = ∞ for all x ∈ X and 𝜀 > 0, where B(x, 𝜀) = {𝑦 ∈ 𝑋 ∶ ‖𝑦 −
𝑥‖2 ≤ 𝜀} and the infimum is over all possible previous points 𝑥1…(j−1)and the result of the evaluation of the objective function at thesepoints. 𝑃j are the probability distribution of 𝑥j. Then with probabilityone, the sequence of points 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . falls infinitely often into anyfixed neighborhood of any global minimizer. In other words, if thealgorithm is allowed to converge to a global optimum in a finite numberof iterations within an acceptance probability, then it will convergewith probability one [41,42]. The authors in [38] prove that as longas random sampling does not ignore any region, then the algorithmconverges with probability one.As even for large chains, the number of clouds from which resourcesare to be taken is not very large; we apply random selection to ourproblem by selecting at each step a unique set of the desired numberof clouds randomly. Accordingly, we repeatedly choose, with replace-ment, a set M of m clouds from a space N of n clouds (such that m
≤ n) with replacement. If the total cost of the last set is less than theset examined in the last iteration, and the latency is still less than theprescribed threshold, then the algorithm remembers this set. The costincludes that of cloud resources and inter-cloud links. The link costsare usually much larger and ensure locality of clouds while selectingclouds for placement. When the random selection no longer changes theachieved least cost, the process terminates, and the resulting least costcloud-set is used for placement of the SFC in Algorithm 1. Alternatively,to ensure graceful stop, if the difference between the last two costs fallsbelow a given value, the process can be terminated.It is appropriate to mention that the total cost and latency ofthe selected cloud-set places an upper bound on the final figures aseventually more than one VNF may be placed on the same cloud, and allthe clouds in the selected set may not be used. As the algorithm iteratesover the available clouds, the set M clusters around the minimum.The algorithm converges to the global minimum, with probability one,even in a multimodal case, as long as it does not consistently ignoreany of the clouds in the space N. These conditions are met in ourimplementation. Algorithm 3 gives the details of random selection. Theprocedure PREDICT_LATENCY has not been separately elaborated as itis based on the SVR model(s) refined for concept drift and short-termchanges in traffic as already discussed above.
Algorithm 3 expects CSP data like the available clouds C and atrained prediction model cv_model and produces a set of ‘m’ minimumcost clouds to be used for placement by Algorithm 1. The variable smallrepresents the smallest total cost of the selected clouds. In line 8–10
a set of m unique clouds is selected. Line 12 calls the procedure thatpredicts latencies for the selected set of clouds. The total cost of theselected clouds is checked against the current minimum cost, and iffound to be lower then the vector r_clouds is updated with the new setof clouds and small with the new lower cost.
5.4. Increasing speed and acceptance ratio of placement
These requirements arise from the dual necessity of real-time usageand agility of the service deployment.
(a) Speed for real-time usageIn an operational virtual network service, the cloud service providerneeds to monitor latency continuously for avoiding a breach of SLA re-quirements. Not only the latency and other QoS requirements should bemet on initial placement, but also during operation of the service. If theend-to-end latency goes over the stipulated threshold, then the changeof placement of VNFs and reconfiguration of the SFC is required. Thisnecessitates the algorithm to be fast in giving optimum SFC placement,migration, and scaling (increasing or reducing the number of instances)decisions so that the network can be dynamically managed. As reportedin the literature, ILP based solutions for the placement problem maytake a long time (of the order of hours) to converge to the optimumsolution [43] making them unsuitable in many situations of dynamicplacement.
(b) Efficiency of placementThe efficiency of placement refers to successful placement rate (alsocalled the acceptance rate) and reconfiguration of chains consistentwith SLA requirements. It is important for this rate to be high sincefrequent failure to place and reconfigure chains according to the re-quirement may lead to the carrier not being able to handle customerrequests.
5.5. Combining the elements of the framework
The placement strategy described above has been implemented in aplacement framework called the P-ART framework. The main modulesof P-ART are as shown in Fig. 7 along with the relationship with thealgorithms discussed.The framework allows CSP and carrier policies to be stored as wellas the means for them to communicate with the framework. The instantstate of a cloud consists of the used capacities of virtual compute,storage and networking resources. For each placement request, themanagement and monitoring module produces a success or a failurereport. A brief description of the modules is as follows:
SVR Training and Windowing: This part takes the integrated dataset andbreaks it into a separate dataset for the specified number of windows. Itthen trains one model for each window applying the FTVP methodologydiscussed above. Short-term changes are incorporated through incre-mental training. These predictions are used by the prediction moduleto give an assessment of latencies at the time of placement.
CSP Policies: Through this module, the cloud service provider (or amulti-cloud broker) enters the cloud configuration data, installed andused cloud capacities, installed and used link capacities as well as tariffsfor resources.
Carrier Policies: This module accepts client’s requests for changes inservice chain placements, types of virtual functions and inter-functiontraffic rates. Operative parts of the tenants’ SLAs, including latency,threshold, and cost budgets are also stored. Carrier privileges are alsorecorded in the database.
Prediction module: The prediction module uses the correct model forprediction of latencies at the time of activation of the chain. It predicts
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Fig. 7. The P-ART placement framework.
the latencies among clouds at the time an SFC would be actually placedand activated.
Placement and Reconfiguration Module: This module carries out place-ment, scaling, and adaptation to the changed State of the environment.Heuristics for placement has been devised to work fast and convergeto a set of clouds close to the minimum cost and latency below thethreshold. If a placement is successful, it gives the end-to-end latencyand cost.
Monitoring and Management Module: This module keeps an inventory ofthe resources used, the status of performance parameters and the stateof the cloud environment. If placement is successful, it gives the end-to-end latency and the cost. Online monitoring reports are part of thefuture extension.
6. Evaluation of the framework
We evaluated the P-ART framework to confirm the validity of allthe sub-systems incorporated, viz., model training and generalization,prediction and its refinement, cloud selection for placement, speedand acceptance ratio of placement. To keep evaluation close to realityand to cross-verify results, datasets used for training and testing weregenerated in two ways: simulation using a queuing-theoretic model andan actual implementation on CloudLab [9].
6.1. The experimental set-up for evaluation
In our experiments, we use multiple instances of the VNS usingone SFC with 5 VNFs introduced in Section 5 (Fig. 3). As we shallsee in Section 6.8, the method scales well for bigger chains withthousands of virtual functions. The traffic entering the aggregationswitch (VNF1) is divided into two streams, one going to one of theProvider Edge (PE)-routers (VNF2 or VNF3) depending on the carrier’straffic routing policies. For instance, the policy may route traffic fromdifferent geographical areas through different paths. All the trafficpasses through one of the instances of BNG (VNF4) where in practice,the flow accounting will take place for billing purposes. The traffic isthen routed to P-Router on route to the destination. The end-to-endlatency of the chain would be the greater of the latencies of the twopaths VNF1-VNF2-VNF4-VNF5 and VNF1-VNF3-VNF4-VNF5.In the experiments reported here, the CSP domain consists of 10clouds. However, we also tested the random selection algorithm for
Table 2Categorization of server resources.Integrated capacity vCPUs Memory Storage
1 1 1 GB Flexible2 2 2 GB Flexible4 4 4 GB Flexible6 4 8 GB Flexible8 8 8 GB Flexible10 8 16 GB Flexible
a larger number of clouds, and the results have been discussed inSection 6.6. Without the loss of generality, we generate the link ca-pacities randomly from the chosen set of realistic capacities. In ourexperiments, we choose from the set L= [0.016, 0.064, 0.100, 0.155,0.622, 2.5] (in Gbps). All links are presumed to be bi-directional. Thecompute capacities of the VMs hosting VNFs have been taken as a singleconsolidated figure for processor, memory, and storage. An example ofsuch a usage is Amazon EC2 where, for instance, 𝑡2, the medium virtualmachine provides two virtual CPUs, 4 GB storage and elastic storage.In our experiments, the categories defined are as shown in Table 2.
6.2. Selection of features for training the prediction models
Considering the importance of the selection of predictor variables,due attention was given to this aspect. Too many features can makeprediction models complex, increase the training time and make testerrors worse. Further, selecting a good set of features, out of all thefeatures generated, improves the accuracy of prediction and speedof processing. Cross-validation error has been used to guide featureselection for our prediction models in SVR. Features that do not givean improvement in terms of lower overall errors (indicating betterprediction) were removed from the initial feature set. We settled onthe set of features given in Table 3. Further analysis, to include othervariables that are not highly correlated with the existing ones, but mayreduce the cross-validation error, is left as future work.As seen in Table 3, the feature space is represented by X = [𝑥1, 𝑥2,x3, x4, x6, x7, x8]T and corresponding labels y . The equipped physicalcompute, and storage capacities of a server govern the number ofVMs that can be created on it and correspondingly the number VNFsthat can be hosted. VMs on the same PM may cause interference ineach other’s operation because of shared resources which may lead
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Table 3Predictor variables and output label.Predictor variables Label (output)
𝑥1 Origin cloud compute installed capacity y : Latency (ms)
𝑥2 Destination cloud compute installed capacity
𝑥3 Link installed capacity (Gbps)
𝑥4 Link used capacity (Gbps)
𝑥5 Origin cloud compute capacity used
𝑥6 Destination cloud compute used capacity
𝑥7 Window #
𝑥8 The distance between the origin and destination clouds
to delays. As far as the links are concerned, each additional Gbps ofequipped capacity does not give the same increase in traffic carryingcapacity. The amount of traffic that can actually be carried dependson the grade of service required. Total ingress traffic depends on thenumber of served subscriber clusters. The end-to-end latency dependson the traffic, requiring this feature to be included. We have seen inSection 5 that traffic is dependent on the time of the day. We discussedthe number of windows and its relationship with the complexity of themodel. The increasing window number is indicative of the increasingtime of the day. While the number of windows is a parameter in theevaluation, we obtained good compensation of concept drift with fourwindows as indicated by the results.
6.3. Obtaining training datasets
We were cognizant of the fact that if a model has been trained withthe adequate, realistic dataset, it will generalize well in the productionenvironment. For a more thorough evaluation of the model, we usetwo methods for generating datasets. One dataset was obtained throughsimulation of inter-VNF traffic flows and the other through actualimplementation of the service chain on CloudLab. The details are asfollows.
6.3.1. Inter-VNF traffic flow simulationCarrier networks carry all kinds of traffic: voice, data, and video.Some of these applications are real-time, and their packets have higherpriorities. When queues build up at link or router buffers, the higherpriority traffic may pre-empt lower priority traffic. It follows thatdifferent types of traffic will experience different delays. The delaymodel shown in Fig. 8 takes care of all the important delays. Queuingdelay in the links is the variable part of the end-to-end delay anddepends on the network load. Propagation delay is the time requiredby the signal to travel on the link from one VNF to another. This delaydepends on the media and is proportional to the length of the link,approximated by the distance between clouds. The other prominentdelays are processing delay in the clouds, queuing delay in the virtualmachines, and transmission queuing delays on the link. Intercloudsimulation was carried out covering all significant delays.The total time spent by voice and data packets in the networkcan follow any distribution. Following the conclusion in [44,45], wehave assumed an 𝑀∕𝐺∕1 queuing system of infinite capacity with non-preemptive priority. The traffic load is varied to imitate the pattern ofthe actual traffic. A C++ routine generates the dataset that incorporatesall the parameters described above. The dataset was normalized tokeep the numbers comparable. This will prevent any feature fromoverpowering others in the model and avoid biases.
6.3.2. Cloudlab implementationCloudLab is a ‘‘meta-cloud’’ that has been implemented by theUniversity of Utah, Clemson University, the University of Wiscon-sin, Madison, the University of Massachusetts Amherst, Raytheon BBNTechnologies, and the US Ignite for researchers to build their ownclouds for experimentation [45]. The software stack that managesCloudLab is based on Emulab. The infrastructure at Utah, Wisconsin
Fig. 8. Traffic delay model for data generation.
Fig. 9. The CloudLab implementation.
and South Carolina is interconnected with nationwide and interna-tional infrastructure from Internet2, so it has been possible to extend,software-defined networks right to every host. The CloudLab set upcreated for this study is shown in Fig. 9.The data collection process involves traffic being routed from a hoston the WUSTL (Washington University in St. Louis) LAN through theInternet to the CloudLab nodes. Thus the test traffic goes with the livetraffic on the Internet and provides real-life traffic conditions. Nodes0, 7 and 10 are the transit points for traffic at APT Utah, ClemsonUniversity and IG Utah DDC (InstaGENI Rack in Downtown DataCenter) clouds, respectively. The distance from the host at WashingtonUniversity in St Louis to each of these were IG Utah DDC (800 miles),Clemson University (1950 miles) and APT Utah (800 miles). The VNFsare presumed to be hosted as follows: VNF1 on node11, VNF2, andVNF3 on Node 10, VNF4 on Node 7 and VNF5 on Node 9. Delays onthe link from WUSTL to the CloudLab depended on the traffic on theInternet. Within CloudLab the delays were varied by loading the linkswith different amounts of traffic. Various delays were recorded as partof the training data. A snapshot of part of one of the training sets isshown in Table 4.
6.4. Selection of the machine learning model
There are quite a few AI techniques, involving machine learning,that are potentially applicable to the problem of detection and localiza-tion of fault and performance anomalies. Models with a single layer ofnon-linearity, e.g., a neural network with one hidden layer, are referredto as shallow structures or shallow machine learning architectures andthose with more than one layer of non-linearity as deep structures ordeep learning architectures. Shallow models with linear hypothesis mayhave O(n) prediction time complexity and training time of O(𝑙2+n3)where l denotes the size and n the degree of the dataset, but approxima-tion errors are large for the high dimensional and large volume of datathat are usually associated with FP problem. With non-linear hypothesis
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Table 4An extract of the integrated training dataset.o_cap d_cap link_cap link_used o_used d_used window link_len latency(x1) (x2) (x3) (x4) (x5) (x6) (x7) (x8) y1 1 0.622 0.2488 0.4 0.4 4 0.4 2.24822 6 2.5 1.25 1 3 4 0.4 1.939681 1 0.3 0.12 0.4 0.4 1 0.1 0.5494772 1 0.064 0.0064 0.2 0.1 2 0.4 7.874554 1 0.016 0.008 2 0.5 2 0.2 11.04251 2 0.016 0.0032 0.2 0.4 2 0.4 10.96991 1 0.622 0.1244 0.2 0.2 3 0.4 4.29711 1 0.3 0.21 0.7 0.7 4 0.1 1.99991 1 0.3 0.09 0.3 0.3 1 0.1 1.598224 8 0.3 0.18 2.4 4.8 1 0.1 0.953616 1 0.064 0.0064 0.6 0.1 2 0.4 7.452321 1 0.3 0.03 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 1.020854 6 0.1 0.04 1.6 2.4 3 0.4 4.786362 1 2.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 4 0.2 3.15644
Legeng: origin cloud installed capacity (o_cap), destination cloud installed capacity(d_cap), link installed capacity (link_cap), origin cloud used capacity (o_used), desti-nation cloud used capacity (d_used), length of the link between origin and destination(link_len).
space and kernel trick, the approximation errors may be smaller at thecost of higher complexity of the training time which is O(𝑙3 + l2n) andprediction speed of O(ln). Of the prevalent shallow machine learningarchitectures, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random Forest(RF) are considered useful for diagnostic applications [46]. Anothersupervisory technique, Bayesian Network (BN), has been applied tofault management in the industrial settings. We will discuss below theanalysis that was carried out to finalize the model [47].Size of Training Dataset: The size of the available training datasetgoverns the choice of the machine-learning algorithm. How much datais enough depends on the number of features and the non-linearity inthe relationship of features and labels among others. If the dataset issmall, one may choose high bias and low variance classifiers like NaïveBayes as compared to the low bias and high variance classifies like kNNto avoid overfitting. When the training dataset size is large, low biasand high variance classifiers give a lower asymptotic error.Number of Parameters: Most machine learning algorithms are as-sociated with some parameters and hyperparameters. Parameters of analgorithm are internal to it and their values affect how the algorithmbehaves. They are usually learned at the time of training of the model.The value chosen for these parameters may affect the accuracy withwhich the model predicts. Support vectors of the SVM algorithm are anexample of a model parameter. Hyperparameters are normally externalto the algorithm. They need careful tuning to get good accuracy fromthe model. An example is the C hyperparameter in SVM. Even thoughhaving many parameters or hyperparameters typically provides greaterflexibility, training time and accuracy of the algorithm can sometimesbe quite sensitive to getting just the right settings.Number of Features: If the number of features is large then thedataset is said to be high dimensional. With high dimensional dataset,we need more data to train the model. Increase in size of the datasetaffects different algorithms differently. The complexity of some ma-chine learning algorithms may rise exponentially in such cases. Thetraining time may become too long for the model to be used in real-timeapplications.Learning Process: The learning process of a model may be super-vised or unsupervised based on whether labels are available or not.Since the labels indicate the ground truth, we know how our trainedmodel should behave. In unsupervised learning, the data is unlabeled,so the model learns the inherent structure in the data. If there issome labeled data and a lot of unlabeled data, then we may use semi-supervised learning in which the labeled data can be used to improvethe accuracy of the model built using unlabeled data . Another thing tonote is that we are predicting latency values which vary in a continuous
Table 5Comparative study of machine learning algorithms.Corr.coeff. Meanabsoluteerror
RMS error Relativeabsoluteerror (%)
Root relativesquared error(%)
RandomForest 0.8639 1.1881 2.4219 33.6077 50.3668SVR 0.8610 1.2426 2.5048 35.4465 52.8385KNN 0.8007 1.469 2.9681 41.9043 61.7248MLP 0.8015 1.9317 2.9405 55.103 61.1514Gaussian 0.5714 2.7523 3.9340 78.5130 81.8128
range. This would, therefore, call for a regression model as against aclassification model.We need to understand the requirements of the problem to pick theright algorithm for the application. In our case, it is important thatthe model works in real-time or near real-time. This is possible if theplacements and reconfigurations are fast. The model should be fast totrain and update with real-time information. This requires models tobe generally simple, with controlled dimensionality and a manageablenumber of hyperparameters to tune. Additionally, some models maynot be suitable for online training.Keeping the above in view, we compared a few suitable stockmethods to decide on the one that we would include in our model. Themodels were created and tested on Weka [48]. In each case, the modelswere tuned for good parameter values, and a 13-fold cross validationwas used. We discuss the methods briefly followed by a comparison oftheir performance in Table 5.Random Forest is a supervised method which is robust yet simple touse. It provides good results in many situations. It does not have manyhyperparameters to tune, the useful ones being the number of trees andthe maximum number of features to be tried in each tree. Despite theirflexibility, random forest does not support online learning. Retrainingby rebuilding the trees when new examples are introduced takes time.The maximum depth of each tree has been set at unlimited. The numberof iterations or number of trees is set as 100.Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm.The regression version of SVM, which is designated SVR or SupportVector Machine for Regression (SMOReg), gives good accuracy andcan work with high dimensional data, which is not linearly separable.Parameter values that obtained for good results are C = 200, 𝛾 = 0.01,
∈ = 10E-8, RBF Kernel.K-Means is an unsupervised model and has been included for com-parison here. In this, k data points are chosen, and data is divided intoclusters with each example going with the nearest data-point. Then,centers of the clusters are converted, and the process repeats untilconvergence. The result depends on the initial choice of the points, andthe global minimum is not guaranteed.Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) are neural networks with at leastthree layers of neurons — an input, a hidden and an output layer.These layers are connected in the form of a directed graph between theinput and the output layers. It is also called a feed forward network. AnMLP uses backpropagation as a supervised learning technique. Some ofthe parameters include N (the number of epochs for training) takenas 500, E (the number of consecutive increases of errors allowed forvalidation before terminating the training) fixed at the default of 20and L(the learning rate) taken as 0.3.Gaussian processes are a supervised learning technique and gen-eralization of Gaussian probability distribution. Gaussian distributionsare governed by stochastic processes and describe random variables.A Gaussian distribution is fully specified by its mean and covariancematrix. In a similar manner, a Gaussian process is specified by a meanand a covariance function. Some of the parameters are L (the level ofGaussian noise) taken at the default value of 1 and K (the Kernel touse) taken as PolyKernel.
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Table 6Training error.
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correlation coefficient 0.861Mean absolute error 1.2426Root mean square error 2.5408Relative absolute error 35.4465%Root relative squared error 52.8385%
Table 7Test error.
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correlation coefficient 0.7304Mean absolute error 1.8895Root mean squared error 2.5469Relative absolute error 63.5334%Root relative squared error 71.5849%Total Number of Instances 56
Using the root mean square error as a good indication of the appro-priateness of the algorithm for the datasets used we see that RandomForest gives the lower error followed by SVR. Taking into account ourrequirement of online updates, we chose to implement SVR.
6.5. Prediction model tuning and testing
In the SVR models, three hyper-parameters, viz., ∈, C, 𝛶 need at-tention. Tuning these hyper-parameters is one of the main challenges inimproving the predictive accuracy of an SVR model. The 𝛶 parametercan be seen as the inverse of the radius of influence of samples selectedby the model as support vectors. With a small 𝛶 , the model cannotcapture the complexity or ‘‘shape’’ of the data. If 𝛶 is too large, theradius of the area of influence of the support vectors only includesthe support vector itself, and no amount of regularization with C willbe able to prevent overfitting. The constant C determines the tradeoffbetween the flatness of f and the amount of error allowed above 𝜖. Alow C makes the decision surface smooth; a high C aims at classifyingall training examples correctly by giving the model freedom to selectmore samples as support vectors. Most researchers have followed astandard procedure in using a grid search [9] to determine the appro-priate values. Some of the results are given in Table 5. A number ofruns narrowed down the parameters to C = 1 × 10−2 and 𝛶 = 1. Thecross-validation error for this combination was the lowest at 7.84295
× 103. It is worth mentioning that with system decided settings whenthe built-in tuning feature is allowed to choose the parameters; the lossis higher at 2.21345 × 104. The grid search has, in this case, resultedin better hyper-parameter values.The basic idea of using latency prediction is to improve the place-ment of virtual functions at a future time. This will only work if thepredictive model produces good predictions of latency. With the Wekatool, SVR with RBF Kernel with the hyper-parameters set at C=10,
∈ = 0.4 and 20% hold-out for cross-validation, we get the errors shownin Tables 6 and 7. It can be seen that both the training and test RMSEsare low indicating good performance. In the classical case, test errorswould be slightly higher than the training errors. A lower test error mayindicate overfitting or biases in the dataset. These can be overcome bycurating the training dataset.A comparative plot of training and test error ratios (defined asprediction_error/acutal_latency) is given in Fig. 10. It can be seen that themodel training errors are low and generalize well with the test data.
6.6. Refinement of latency prediction by compensating concept drift
The FTVP method for handling the concept drift in telecommuni-cation traffic was presented in Section 5.2. This method brings in the
Fig. 10. Training and test error ratios (with standard error bars).
Fig. 11. Extract of FTVP windows.
Table 8Probability distribution parameters in different windows.Window 1 2 3 4Latency range (1.824–0.422) (27.683–7.452) (7.317–4.131) (4.216–1.869)Mean 1.083 11.834 5.366 2.773Standarddeviation 0.425 4.848 0.797 0.588
Table 9Errors with integrated and multiple models.Full dataset Window 1 Window 2 Window 3 Window 4
Mean absoluteerror 3.2279 0.3698 0.4613 0.7342 2.5248Root meansquared error 4.5869 0.4283 0.5515 0.9102 2.9353
sense of time in the datasets. Most researchers working with predictivemodel do not include time as a feature. In our experience, includingtime as a feature affects the predictions positively. We divided the datainto windows of equal time blocks, which give variable data ranges.The window# is the feature (𝑥7) in the training dataset and has a directrelation with the time as increasing number relates to increasing time.All the time-related observations were divided into four windows. Asample from each of these is given in Fig. 11.The data in different windows have different characteristics asshown by the mean and standard deviation in Table 8:SVR with separate window models gives much better predictionson new data-points falling in those windows. Comparison of latencyprediction and error ratios for each window and full dataset is given inFig. 12(a) through (h).Table 9 summarizes the mean absolute errors and RMSE for the full(integrated) dataset and the window-based model. In the integrated
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Fig. 12. Comparison of performance window-based integrated models.
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Table 10Performance of SVR before adding new support vectors.Support vectors before online update Performance before online update
SV# Actuallatency Predictedlatency Error === Evaluation on test set ===
50 5.713 5.379 −0.334 Correlation coefficient 0.874251 7.452 5.233 −2.219 Mean absolute error 1.267752 3.111 3.152 0.041 Root mean squared error 1.736653 1.531 2.785 1.254 Relative absolute error 47.348854 5.572 4.625 −0.947 Root relative squared error 49.299455 5.771 5.298 −0.473 Total Number of Instances 55
Table 11Performance of SVR after adding new support vectors.Support vectors after online updation Performance after online updation
SV# Actuallatency Predictedlatency Error === Evaluation on test set ===
50 5.713 5.379 −0.334 Correlation coefficient 0.881651 7.452 5.233 −2.219 Mean absolute error 1.201452 3.111 3.152 0.041 Root mean squared error 1.679753 1.531 2.785 1.254 Relative absolute error 44.565154 5.572 4.625 −0.947 Root relative squared error 47.910955 5.771 5.298 −0.473 Total Number of Instances 6056 3.111 3.374 0.26457 0.605 2.424 1.82058 3.345 3.190 −0.15559 3.315 3.579 0.06460 10.259 10.199 −0.060
model validation was done with 20% of the data points separated asa test set. For each window model also cross-validation was done withseparate test sets. It can be seen that errors are less in a separate modelfor each widow compared to predictions made using integrated dataset.
6.7. Incremental update of models to compensate for short-term variationsin traffic
We tested an incremental update of the trained models, with supportvectors generated during VNS operation, while the trained model wasin use. The result of initial training is given in Table 10, and afterthe introduction of separately generated support vectors, the resultsimproved as shown in Table 11. We can see that both the mean absoluteerror and the RMSE decrease when new support vector points arelearned online. Before the addition of new support vectors, the RMSEwas 1.74; while after addition, it reduced to 1.68, which along withother measures of errors show an improved model.
6.8. Cloud optimization with iterative random selection
The principle and methodology of random selection of clouds forplacement of VNFs have been discussed in Section 5.3 In one trial, atotal of 50 experiments were conducted with 1500 and 1700 iterationseach. The minimum possible cost was 51 units, and latency thresholdwas set at 150 ms. In the former case, 98% of times the minimum costof 51 units was reached (Fig. 13a) with a latency of 137 ms. In the1700 iteration case, the minimum cost clouds were selected with thelatency below the threshold in all cases (Fig. 13b).In another trial of 5000 experiments, 50 each with the number ofclouds increasing from 10 to 100 in steps of 10 and iterations from500 to 2000, the convergence rate is as shown in Fig. 14. Somewherebetween 1500 and 2000 iterations, the algorithm converges to the min-imum cost in 100% cases. This is an order of magnitude improvementover the exhaustive search described above.We implemented as the baseline a variation of the sequentialmethod, which we call modified-sequential (M-sequential). In thismethod, the first set of lowest cost clouds were sequentially selectedfrom a set of 100 clouds without replacement. This ensures the lowestcost. However, if the total latency of the selected cloud was more
Fig. 13a. 50 experiments with 1500 iterations each.
Fig. 13b. 50 experiments with 1700 iterations each.
Fig. 14. Number of convergences in 50 experiments.
than the given latency threshold, then the highest latency cloud wasremoved from the selected set, and a search was made for the nextlowest cost cloud. The search stopped when a set of lowest cost withlatency below the given threshold was found.Fig. 15 shows the number of iterations required to achieve thetarget latencies (from 100 to 160 ms) for both the randomized and M-sequential algorithms. We see that the M-Sequential takes from 34%to about 67% more iterations than randomized. Fig. 16 gives the finallatencies achieved in the number of iterations for which the algorithmwas run (as shown in Fig. 15). From these, we can conclude that therandomized algorithm performs better than the baseline both in termsof the number of iterations and latencies achieved in selecting therequired set of clouds for placement.
6.9. Speed and efficiency
It is important for dynamic rescaling that the designed placementstrategy is able to carry out a large number of placements within an
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Fig. 15. Number of iterations required by randomized and M-Sequential to achievelatency below the threshold.
Fig. 16. Latencies achieved by randomized and M-Sequential in the number ofiterations shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 17. Placement time vs. No of SFCs.
acceptable time period. A slow placement algorithm would not beable to respond fast to the changing network situation or a tenant’snew request. Changes made too late may not be suitable, and mayactually be detrimental to the health of the network, as by that time thesituation would have changed. On the other hand, if at a future time,maintaining the required performance does not need all the resourcesthat have been deployed, then not descaling would use up a higheramount of resources leading to higher expenses. For the training timeof SVR, various assessments of complexity in the range O(n2) to O(n3)are available in the literature. According to [29] the complexity isO(max(n, d) min(n, d)2) where d is the size of the feature set. If n ismuch larger than d, then it can be approximated to O(nd2). However,the time complexity of the search is linear. It took about 1.19 s totrain with 2720 examples in Weka and 0.76 s in MATLAB. For speed ofplacement, we tested with 10 clusters, each requesting 10 to 100 SFCsof 5 VNFs each. Thus, the number of VNFs was varied from 500 to5000. We observe that the algorithm is able to place up to 3000 VNFsin about 1 min (Fig. 17).
Fig. 18. Placement time reported in [49].
Fig. 19. Average placement time reported in [50].
To see how the speed of the proposed method compares withthe placement speeds obtained in other works we see the work donein [49]. The two methods have been performed under different con-ditions and are thus not strictly comparable. However, we do get thegeneral idea of the behavior of the methods. From Fig. 18, we see thatin case of up to 20 SFCs the ILP solution is able to find a solution butthe author reported average time is 8 min and 41 s and that of heuristic1 min and 21 s. For the case of 60 SFCs, the ILP model takes undulylonger times (>48 h for ≥18 SFCs). The heuristic was able to give asolution in less than 30 min. For small instances, 40 SFC requests (with75 network functions per request or a total of 3000 functions) takeabout 1000 s.A comparison has also been made with results obtained by a com-pletely different technique presented in [50]. The authors have carriedout joint optimization of resource allocation in NFV (JoraNFV). Theauthors assume that the number of VNFs can be 3, 4 or 5. Taking theexample of a 5 VNF SFC and medium traffic, the authors concludethat their method works faster than CoordVNF [51] and a simulatedannealing approach [52].The coordinated NFV-RA is formulated as mixed-integer linear pro-gramming (MILP). And we propose a heuristic based two-stage ap-proach to get the near optimal solution. For ten units of traffic, thenumber of instances deployed are about 7 for JoraNFV, 10.5 for Coord-VNF and 7 for the SA method. For a 90 node network, the JoraNFV andCoorNFV take 10 s to place an SFC while SA takes about 2000 s Even ifwe assume a linear increase in time taken, for 3000 functions/instancesJoraNFV will take 4285 s (Fig. 19).ILP based solutions for a large number of VNFs are slow, evenwith efficient solvers. Researchers in [27,53] have carried out VNFplacement of different configurations using ILP method. In [27], theauthors have reported that ILP takes 2.3, 4.0 and 7.2 h for 10, 30 and 50functions. In [53], the authors have tried to solve ILP for large networks
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Fig. 20. Acceptance rate vs. number of SFCs.
Fig. 21. Acceptance % reported in [54].
(60 SFC with 4 VNFs and 30 instances, each, i.e., 7200 VNF instances)but for more than 18 SFCs the time taken is more than 48 h. Theauthors have suggested heuristics to find an acceptable solution withinreasonable time limits. Thus, [28] suggests using Genetic Algorithmwith which 200–700 functions are placed in 8–13 s. In [53], theheuristics involve guiding the ILP solution by reducing the solutionsearch space using binary search. With this for 7200 VNF instances,the time taken is 30 min. In [23], MILP based algorithm takes 500 sfor 3000 VNFs. We have shown above that with our framework weare able to place up to 3000 VNF instances in less than 60 s. Itneeds to be appreciated that the results are not exactly comparablebecause of different experimental environments, but do give a senseof improvement with predictive algorithms.The acceptance rate of the heuristic is an important parameter thatoften gets ignored. In the ongoing operations, whether we are lookingat new placements or reconfiguration or migration of existing chains,it is important for the placement engine to be able to place SFCs everytime a request is made subject to resources being available. If a largenumber of requests cannot be placed despite adequate capacities beingavailable, then the acceptance rate is low, and we do not have a goodalgorithm. Failure to place SFCs would mean the loss of business forcloud service providers and may affect the requesting carriers revenue.For a medium-sized placement request, viz. 100 SFCs or 500 functions,the acceptance rate with our algorithm turns out to be 100% (Fig. 20).As the number of service chains increases, the acceptance rate mayfall because of a lack of capacity to place the complete service chains.When corrected for capacity, the acceptance rate for our algorithmremains above 98% up to the tested configuration of 500 SFCs or 2500VNFs.We compare this with the real-time placement presented in [54].The authors propose an ILP model to provide an optimal solutionfor placement and chaining VNFs based on minimizing the resourcesallocation and the deployment (mapping) delay while meeting the real-time condition. They also propose a heuristic solution named DegreeBased Heuristic (DBH) to minimize the end-to-end delay and resourcesallocation cost. A comparison of successful requests is given in Fig. 21.The authors in [23] claim that with 500 VNFs, the acceptance rateis 85%. In comparison, for our solution, the acceptance rate is 100%for up to 100 SFCs or 500 VNFs. Above this, the acceptance rate dropsto 98% for up to 2500 VNFs.
7. Summary and future work
Innovative strategies are required to extract carrier-grade perfor-mance from SFCs that use resources from multiple clouds. Our strategyconsists of techniques based on a predictive approach to performanceoptimization. Complex performance indicators, like end-to-end latencyof a service chain at activation time, depend on far too many determin-istic and probabilistic factors, to be modeled accurately by determin-istic techniques. We have shown that a carefully designed predictiveapproach combined with heuristics to select low-latency clouds canhelp us in keeping the performance consistent with the SLA and costswithin the carrier’s budget. To make latency predictions more accurate,we have worked with time-based windows and an incremental updateof the models used for prediction. Making use of the predicted latenciesis an iteratively convergent randomized search heuristic used to selectlow latency clouds for successive placement of VNFs. Not only theproposed strategy produces results with low error, but it also executesfast so that the results can be used to take corrective actions. Acomprehensive empirical evaluation has been carried out and reportedin this paper. The proposed P-ART framework has been built from allthe techniques that have been described in this paper.A number of research directions are foreseen in this project. Whenenough resources are not available, carriers may accept under-dimensioned service chains. The service has to be functional, eventhough not meeting the performance criteria. Another important issueto be worked upon is the security aspect of VNSs in the multi-cloudenvironment.
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